
Year 5/6 Statutory Spelling 
Words Practice Pack ANSWERS

Read each sentence and circle the words…

There is a lot of competition between the two teams.

All religious leaders are an important part of our community.

Community projects are important for the town.

Gemma entered the swimming competition.

competition, community
Underline the part or parts of the word that make them 
tricky to spell.

Match the word to its meaning

competition   >   people living in one particular area; 
   people who have common interests
community   >   a situation or event where someone is trying to 
   win something or be more successful

Put the correct word into each sentence.

The school community worked together to organise the summer fate.

The competition will be judged by a panel of experts.

There were over a thousand entries to the poetry competition.

A new school will be built in the heart of the community.

There was huge competition for the role.

Write your own sentence for each word.
Answers will vary. Each sentence must have the word indicated on the 
sheet and be written as a full sentence. 
CHALLENGE: have they included apostrophes for possession or contrac-

competition        community

Unscramble the words.

nttpmcoeiio   >   competition

momuciytn   >   community



Read each sentence and circle the words…

The school had a large parent committee to organise events.

There are several ways to communicate with people.

Mrs Brown has served on the committee for over 20 years.

We learn language so that we can communicate.

committee, communicate   
Underline the part or parts of the word that make them 
tricky to spell.

Match the word to its meaning

communicate   >   to share information with others

committee   >       a small group of people that represent 
                                      a larger organisation

Put the correct word into each sentence.

Teenagers can be difficult to communicate with.

The committee were concerned about the event.

Two members of the committee voted against the decision.

Some animals use sound to communicate with each other.

Tasha found it difficult to communicate her ideas clearly.

Write your own sentence for each word.
Answers will vary. Each sentence must have the word indicated on the 
sheet and be written as a full sentence. 
CHALLENGE: Have they included a fronted adverbial?

committee      communicate

Unscramble the words.

mmteteioc   >   committee

mmteocniac   >   communicate



Read each sentence and circle the words…

Mum loves to look for a bargain in the sales.

The class worked hard to achieve the targets set.

If we work together, we will achieve more.

The laptop was half price – a real bargain.

Underline the part or parts of the word that make them 
tricky to spell.

Match the word to its meaning

bargain   >      to succeed at completing something

achieve   >      something for sale that is at a lower price than its value

Put the correct word into each sentence.

If there is a bargain to be had, Nicola will find it.

Tim is hoping to achieve good results in his exams.

Sasha picked up a really good bargain in the market.

The team worked hard to achieve their objective.

Mr Newell always knew where to go for a bargain.

Write your own sentence for each word.
Answers will vary. Each sentence must have the word indicated on the 
sheet and be written as a full sentence. 
CHALLENGE: have they included a subordinate clause?

bargain      achieve

Unscramble the words.

vahceei   >   achieve

grainab   >   bargain

bargain, achieve   



Read each sentence and circle the words…

There is a prize for the winning entry in each category.

The two totals did not correspond!

Please check the category for animals to find the book that you are 
looking for.

Ben and Michelle usually correspond by email.

Underline the part or parts of the word that make them 
tricky to spell.

Match the word to its meaning

category   >            a group of people or things with similar features 

corespond   >          to be similar in someway; to communicate in 
                               writing by letter or email

Put the correct word into each sentence.

They were asked to correspond by letter about the request.

The athlete was given a number to correspond with their finishing 
position in the race.

Mr Brill created a special category for his collection.

She won the Oscar in the Best Actress category.

The goods that arrived did not correspond with the original order.

Write your own sentence for each word.
Answers will vary. Each sentence must have the word indicated on the 
sheet and be written as a full sentence. 
CHALLENGE: have they used conjunctions to extend their sentences?

category       correspond

Unscramble the words.

ycraoeg   >   category

snorocrepd   >   correspond

category, correspond   



Read each sentence and circle the words…

Mistakes may occur if people do not concentrate.

Cars must not speed, otherwise accidents may occur.

I was asked to occupy my brother while dad was in a meeting.

The offices occupy all of the rooms on the second floor.

Underline the part or parts of the word that make them 
tricky to spell.

Match the word to its meaning

occur     >            to fill or exist in a place; to keep someone busy  

occupy   >           to happen or take place; when something comes to mind 

Put the correct word into each sentence.

The doctor told Mr Farh to contact him if new symptoms occur.

The maths puzzle will occupy the children for a while.

The television will occupy them.

When mixing materials, chemical changes may occur.

Adaptations in plants and animals occur over thousands of years.

Write your own sentence for each word.
Answers will vary. Each sentence must have the word indicated on the 
sheet and be written as a full sentence. CHALLENGE: have they used 
brackets, dashes or commas to add parenthesis to their sentences?

occur      occupy

Unscramble the words.

coupcy   >   occupy

cruco   >   occur

occur, occupy   


